
had not fully recovered from an exhaustion affair, Di
Cohen did not feel up to great physical stresss, and
Dr. MacRae was in his seventies. But there was
pressure from Dr. Grauley and some slight suggestions
from others that led to the agreement to a set of
volleyball games to be played inour gym, Westminster
then having no recreational facility of that proportion
and the season being winter, well, cold outside at
the best. It was felt that neither Dr. MacRae nor Dr.
Van Til should be compelled to patic1pate and the
teams could be formed as the various faculty members
felt inclined to join the fray.

Biblical came up with a team of Mr. George Clar, Dr.
Grauley (the tall man), Dr. Vannoy, Dr. Newman, and
the Editor. Needing six men it was hoped Westminster
would allow us to use a graduate student, the ubiqui
tous Elio Cuccaro. When the Westminster team arrived
it was discovered that they also only had five men
and hoped they could use a grad student whom they had
brought for the occasion. It was a happy concession
for both parties..their grad student had been a volley
ball all star in college and they felt good about
that but our Cuccaro was in a class by himself in a
lot of things and we felt good about that. Sides
of the net were taken, it was tested for height and

tightness and the battle was on.

The Editor does not recall all those who played for
Westminster but among there were Dr. Jay Adams and
Dr. Davis. All in all they were taller but the
men of Biblical had a touch of determination that was
pure heart. The games began with hope but for a short
moment, not much promise.

That was because the Westminster team scored the first
8 points on their first service. It was crazy the way
the ball came into our area and how inept we suddenly
became. Mistakes were made of the most elemental sort
and I think it was because we felt that playing in
tellectual persons was beyond our skill. But then

things changes. The Biblical players fell into a

pattern of performance. Using Dr. Grauley at the
center net we began "setting them up" and he continued
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